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advanced technologies, effective solutions

ECE-He



Growing competition within the present world market

forces manufacturers to seek new ways to increase

their ability to compete. This is what TELSTAR offers,

the advantages of all the advanced technology and

innovating solutions you could desire.

Our systems have specially planned technical details to

facilitate your work. Our technical experience of more

than 20 years constructing these installations and par-

ticular work policy will help you to choose the most

suitable machine for your needs. We study your requi-

rements and then work in close collaboration with you

to find the best solution.

In order to guarantee the results, we test our equip-

ment completely under working conditions in the

workshop. Our design and production practices meet

ISO 9001 international quality standard. DQ (Design

Qualification), IQ (Installation Qualification) and OQ

(Operation Qualification) together with tests and

exhaustive documentation are all normal TELSTAR

practice. We aim to supply you with rapid, easy and

efficient validation.

In short, excellent engineering, coupled with efficient

manufacturing and business practices yields superior

value to you.  Every TELSTAR leak tightness control insta-

llation confirms our passion for details and is a testimony

to our unsurpassed craftsmanship. We invite you to take

a closer look at our company, products and services. 
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leak-testing plants

Industrial

applications of ECE-He 

At present day all departments involved in manufac-

turing and the assurance of quality in leak-testing

parts know and are fully aware that it is only with

helium mass spectrometric leak control installations

that strict leak-testing can be achieved in parts at

the most exacting level. 

This is proved by the fact that the system is the only

one recommended world-wide by all car manufactu-

rers to guarantee secure reliable control of airtight

components in their vehicles.

In recent years, the considerable progress achieved in manufacturing helium leak detectors has made it possible to incorporate

them in totally automated leak control plants.

Day after day, those production leak control industrial system plants which until only a short time ago used very primitive leak

detection methods like, for example, applying the air bubble test or pressure droptest, today are installing helium mass spec-

trometrie leak detectors.

Drums.

Food container trays.

Fire extinguishers.

Valves for inflammable gases.

Relays.

Integrated circuits.

Vacuum tubes.

Current feedthroughs.

High voltage switches.

Do not hesitate to contact us about your specific requi-

rements. Telstar Engineering Department is at your dis-

posal to study your particular case. 

industrial refrigeration

space industry

electrical and
electronic industry

other industrial sectors

automotive industry
Complete refrigeration circuits:

Refrigerators. Freezers.

Heat pumps.

Air-conditioning units.

Refrigeration circuit elements:

Evaporators.

Condensers.

Hermetic compressors.

Temperature switches.

Valves.

Wheels.

Torque converters.

Gearboxes.

Shock absorbers.

Fuel tanks and fuel circuit

components.

Air-conditioning evaporators.

TELSTAR helium leak industrial installation are mainly applicable to control parts like:      

Fuel circuits.

Instrumentation.

Radiators.

Air conditioning circuit

flexible tubing.

Diesel pumps.

Air-bags.

ABS systems.



-The part to be tested is manually loaded in the test chamber and is connected to the pressurisation hose with quick couplings.

-Test chamber is closed and evacuation begins. If in the first moments a pressure reduction is detected in the internals of the

piece, it is declared as having a “HUGE LEAK”.

-The part is pressurised with nitrogen. A pressure decay test is performed. If pressure is not sufficiently maintained for a certain

period of time, the part is declared as having a “PRESSURE FAILURE”.

-Evacuation of the chamber continues and also the part is evacuated and afterwards is helium pressurised.

-The chamber is then communicated to a helium leak detector.

-If the measured signal is lower than a pre-set value, the part is considered “LEAKTIGHT” and a green pilot is illuminated. If

not it is declared “LEAKY” and a red pilot is iluminated (in this case an “ACKNOWLEDGEMENT” pushbutton must be pressed

by the operator to finish the cycle).

-In case of a leaktight part, internal test pressure is released and a second evacuation is performed in order to remove the

maximum quantity of helium.

-If the part is declared leaky helium pressure is left inside.

-Chamber is vented. Operator opens chamber door and, after disconnecting the part, unloads it manually and performs final

operations according to the obtained test result.

-As the plant has two testing chambers, while one is performing the described test sequences, the operator can unload the tes-

ted part and load a new one in the other chamber.

-Automatically, after a certain pre-established number of cycles, an autotest of the plant is performed to guarantee proper

operation and calibration.

General

characteristics

procedure description

The principle of these leak tests consists in introducing gas inside the testing part and detect it at the outside

whenever there is a leak. For this purpose, the part is inserted into the chamber test in which vacuum is made in

order to obtain an independent signal from the testing zone.

The detection device cell, based on the principle of helium tuned mass spectrometry is the brain of this detection system.

The developed test is of the integral type, since the most important is to know if the part is leaktight or not.

Only in case of leaky parts, a separated detection must be made for its possible recovery.



HELIUM
RECOVERY SYSTEM

PART CONNECTING
CIRCUITS

Air pressurization
Vacuum

Helium pressurization
Venting

INTERSEALS
VACUUM PUMPSET

CALIBRATED LEAK

CHAMBER
VACUUM PUMPSET

HELIUM LEAK
DETECTOR AND

SNIFFER

CHAMBER

CHAMBER

In the drawing shown below there are indicated the different functioning parts of a plant which is formed by:

a) One or two testing chambers.

b) One vacuum pumpset with its valves and associated controls.

c) One chamber interseal vacuum pumpset.

d) Several piece connecting circuits:

-First pressurization with air to test mechanical resistance and gross leaks

-Depressurization circuit.

-First vacuum process.

-Helium pressurization. 

-Helium depressurization. 

-Second vacuum of helium in the part.

-Venting.

e) One mass spectrometer leak detector with its corresponding calibrated leaks.

f) Helium recovery system.

g) Electrical control cabinet.

description of an industrial
leak testing instalation



Solutions are tailored to the needs of each industry

General

features

productivity
The cycle is designed for the rate required by the test. Optionally two test

chambers can be used to increase the production rate; one to cover the test

in progress, and the other to cover disconnecting and unloading the test

piece as well as loading and connecting the next one.       

The test pieces are kept clean and dry right through the test.

construction
Compactly built to economise with space, it is easy to assemble on its final site and with all maintenance components readily

accessible.

Ergonomics grant natural integration of all the safety devices necessary  (Photoelectric beams, etc.).

pressure and sensitivity
Helium mass spectrometry leak detectors easily provide the sensitivity nee-

ded for a particular test piece as required for the later tests.

automation
Industrial production line leak control units are entirely automatic due to the use of sturdy helium detectors that last, are relia-

ble and easy to incorporate in industrial helium leak testing installation systems.

Equipped with operator terminals with touch screens and modem for remote monitoring, they have the guarantee of an

immediate response from our After Sales Service to solve any problem arising.    

reliability
The test is made out without relying on the operator’s attention or interpretation. 

The unit gives a clear unambiguous signal for a correct or incorrect test piece.

Calibration is totally automatic and does not depend at all on the operator, which guarantees safe or secure functioning of the test.

The units made by Telstar are purpose built for our customer’s projects. They range from those checking leakage in test pieces

as small as integrated circuits to huge refrigerator heat exchangers 5 metres long, and 200 litres metal containers, large high

voltage switches and also packaged foodstuffs.

Typical cycle times vary from 4 seconds to several minutes depending throughout on production needs.

A complete set of options (helium recovery, recycled helium concentration analyser, code bar reader, label printer, PC SCADA

inspection software etc.) provide total adaptation to the customer’s needs. 

design flexibility



based on PLC robots and user friendly supervision systems

Control

system

LeakStar®
The LeakStar® inspection and control system is simple but accurate and easy to use.

It enables you to inspect the working of the leak testing unit through a touch screen and, by use of a suitable access code, cho-

ose and key in the cycle parameters.

HeliStar®
The HeliStar®, TELSTAR SCADA system for leak control units uses a PC to monitor the various parameters and events arising in

the unit. The program enables: editing, choosing and loading various recipes into the PLC, access to information, alarm arran-

gement and automatic drawing up of history files and reports.

1- Main screen: this is the operator’s working screen. It dis-

plays the stage of the cycle, defects and state of the test part

tested, type of piece, percentage of OK pieces and vacuum

and pressure figures in the chamber and the test part.

2- Main menu: this gives access

to the various submenus covering

control and display of the leak

testing process.

3- Manual screen: choosing the

MANUAL mode enables direct

action on the touch screen with

all the elements displayed in the

diagram.

4- Recipe screen: this enables

insertion of the parameters for 10

programmed recipes.

The leak testing instalation has a central control panel,

a programmer and other operating, control and pro-

tection components.It can be operated manually, or

automatically when it includes a programmable logic

controller (PLC). When working automatically the leak

testing instalation is controlled by the PLC throughout

the process, which has programs or formulas of each of

the different drying processes.

In order to carry out the various operations, the user

operates the unit using a super-

vision and control system, which

gives easy access to information

on operating parameters and

the state of the system.

5- Adjustment screen:

this enables editing all the parameters necessary to control the cycle and its faults.

6- Calibration screen:

this makes it possible to force

any type of calibration and pro-

gramme it so that it is carried

out automatically. The ongoing

process is displayed.

8- Counter screen: this dis-

plays the number of hours that

the vacuum pumps have been

working together with the

number of cycles completed.

9- Protected screen: the access code is keyed in here.

10- Diagram screen: shows dynamic sketch of the valves

and vacuum pumps in the machine. Real time vacuum in

the chamber and pressure/ vacuum in the test piece is also

displayed.

7- Printing screen: this provides editing, printing and cho-

osing various labels (only on request for supply of a machi-

ne with this option). 
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Helium
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Telstar reserves the right to improvements and specification changes without notice.

TELSTAR INDUSTRIAL, S.L.
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Josep Tapiolas, 120
08226 TERRASSA (Spain)
Tel. +34 937 36 16 00
Fax +34 937 85 93 42
E-mail: telstar@telstar.com

MADRID BRANCH OFFICE
Santibáñez de Béjar, 3
28042 MADRID (Spain)
Tel. +34 913 71 75 25
Fax +34 913 71 79 71
E-mail: telstarm@telstar.es

TELSTAR USA, Inc.
Three Neshaminy Interplex
Suite, 301
Trevose, PA 19053 (USA)
Tel. +1 215 245 2280
Fax +1 215 245 2281
E-mail: broedel@telstarusa.com

TELSTAR INT’L, Ltd.
Rm 712
Jingguang Centre Office Building
BEIJING (China)
P.O.: 100020
Tel. +86 10 65 26 11 13, 65261114
Fax +86 10 65 13 97 17
E-mail: telstar@telstar.com.cn

The unit has been designed to recover helium gas (or helium

mixtures) suddenly released from helium leak testing plants

as well as in cryogenic plants (superconductivity, nuclear,

magnetic resonance, etc.).

Its compact design with castors and its sound proof canopy

allows using it in industrial and laboratory environments.

Its autonomous and automatic cycle allow an easy operation

for non specialized personnel.

With this unit, the helium suddenly released from a pressuri-

zed system can be received and recompressed to leave it

ready to be used again.

The unit assembled on a base frame contains:

-A two or more stages compressor, inside a sound proof

canopy with an additional fan for forced convection cooling

and a closed loop water circuit to cool the cylinder heads.

-A flexible gas bag accumulator in the low pressure suction side.

-Prepared to fit high pressure accumulators.

-Adjustable pressure reducer to select operation pressure.

-An electrical cabinet with an automatism needed for control.

-A set of two vacuum pumps with their isolation electropneu-

matic valves.

-The unit is manually refilled.

Telstar Industrial manufactures different capacity helium

recovery plants up to a final pressure of 200 bar.    


